In off-line packetized streaming, rateless Forward Error Correction (FEC) 
Introduction
Erasure resilient FEC codes achieve high reliability in off-line streaming in most challenging network conditions [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] . Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP), recently adopted Raptor [1] as a mandatory code in Multimedia Broadcast/Multicast Service (MBMS), for its significant performance in file transfer.
The above examples of off-line streaming can significantly benefit from FEC due to the fact that in contrary to real-time streaming, the receiver is not obliged to deliver in time the "fresh" packets to the user and long buffering is not a concern. When buffering time is restricted, FEC can only mitigate short granular failures. Many studies reported weak or negligible improvements from applications of FEC to real-time streaming. In [5] it has been shown improvements from the application of FEC only if the stochastic packet losses range is between 1% and 5%. For real-time packetized streaming the author of [6] proposed to combine FEC with retransmissions. In [7] a high overhead has been reported from the use of FEC during bursts. The author of [8] claims that for delaysensitive real-time communications, the application of FEC on the packet level can not give any valuable results at all.
In real time streaming packets representing the same information cannot be collected at very remote periods of time. However, there is an emerging body of a literature showing the applicability of FEC in realtime streaming with path diversity. Studies stressing the poor FEC efficiency assumed that the media stream follows a single path. Author of [9] shows that strong FEC improves video communication following two disjoint paths and that in two correlated paths weak FEC is still advantageous. Authors of [10] , [11] and [12] studied the path diversity in MANET. Authors of [13] and [14] studied video streaming from multiple servers. The same author [15] later studied real-time streaming over two paths using a static Reed-Solomon RS(30,23) code (blocks carrying 23 source packets and 7 redundant packets). However the path diversity in these studies is limited to either two (possibly correlated) paths or in the best case to a sequence of parallel and serial links. Various routing topologies, so far, were not regarded as a ground for searching a FEC effective pattern.
In this paper we try to present a comparative study for various multi-path routing patterns. Single path routing, being considered as too hostile, is excluded from our comparisons. Steadily diversifying routing patters are built by capillary routing algorithm where the routing suggestions are proposed layer by layer (sections 3 and 4).
In order to compare multi-path routing patterns, we introduce Redundancy Overall Requirement (ROR), a routing coefficient relying on the sender's transmission rate increases in response to individual link failures. By default, the sender is streaming the media with a static amount of FEC codes in order to tolerate a certain packet loss rate. The packet loss rate is measured at the receiver and is constantly reported back to the sender e.g. with Real-time Transport Control Protocol (RTCP). The sender increases the FEC overhead whenever the packet loss rate is about to exceed the tolerable limit. This end-to-end adaptive FEC mechanism is implemented entirely on the end nodes, at the application level, and is not aware of the underlying routing scheme [16] , [17] , [5] , [6] and [7] . The overall number of transmitted adaptive redundant packets for protecting the communication against link failures is proportional (1) to the usual packet transmission rate of the sender, (2) to the duration of the communication, (3) to the single link failure rate, (4) to the single link failure duration and (5) to the ROR coefficient of the routing followed by the communication flow. The novelty brought by ROR is that a routing topology of any complexity can be rated by a single scalar value (section 2).
In section 5, we present ROR coefficients of different routing layers built by capillary routing algorithm. Network samples are obtained from a wireless random walk Mobile Ad-hoc Network (MANET) with several hundreds of nodes. Path diversity increase achieved by capillary routing algorithm reduces substantially the amount of FEC codes required from the sender.
Redundancy Overall Requirement
We propose to combine the little static tolerance of the media stream, combating weak failures, with a dynamically added adaptive FEC combating the strong failures exceeding the tolerable packet loss rate.
For a given routing scheme, ROR is defined as the sum of all transmission rate overheads required from the sender for combating correspondingly all nonsimultaneous link failures. For example, if the communication footprint consists of five links, and in response to each individual link failure the sender increases the packet transmission rate by 25%, then ROR will be equal to the sum of these five FEC transmission rate increases, i.e. 25 . 1 % 25 5 ROR .
If P is the usual packet transmission rate and l P is the increased rate of the sender, responding to the failure of a link L l , where L is the set of all links, then:
Let us consider a long communication, and let D be the total failure time of a single network link during the whole duration of the communication. D is the product of the average duration of a single link failure, the frequency of a single link failure and the total communication time. According to equation (1):
Assuming a single link failure at a time and a uniform probability and duration of link failures, according to equation (3), ROR P D is the number of adaptive redundant packets that the sender actually needs to transmit in order to compensate for all network failures occurring during the total communication time. Therefore ROR is a routing coefficient of the overall amount of required redundancy.
Redundant packets are injected into the original media stream for every block of M source packets using systematic erasure resilient codes. During streaming, M is supposed to stay constant. However, the number of redundant packets for each block of M media packets is variable, depending on the conditions of the erasure channel. The M source packets with their related redundant packets form a FEC block. Let us denote by p FEC the FEC block size chosen by the sender in response to a packet loss rate p. We assume that by default the media is streamed in FEC blocks of length of t FEC such that the flow has a static tolerance to losses 1 0 t . When the loss rate p measured at the receiver is about to exceed the tolerable limit t, the sender increases its transmission rate by injecting additional redundant packets.
The random packet loss rate, observed at the receiver during the failure time of a link in the communication path, is the portion of the traffic being still routed toward the faulty link. Thus a complete failure of a link l carrying according to the routing pattern a relative traffic load of 1 ) ( 0 l r will produce at the receiver a packet loss rate equal to the same relative traffic load ) (l r . Equation (1) for ROR can thus be re-written as follows:
a sum over all links carrying a flow exceeding the tolerable loss limit (4) The links carrying the entire traffic are skipped in the sum index of equation (4), since the FEC required for the compensation of failures of such links is infinite. By construction (sections 3 and 4) none of the considered multi-path routing schemes passes its entire traffic through a non-critical single link.
We compute the p FEC function assuming a Maximum Distance Separable (MDS) code [18] , [19] . With MDS code we can successfully decode the M source packets if we receive any M packets of the transmission FEC block.
In order to collect a mean of M packets at the receiver under random loss rate p, ) 1 /( p M packets must be transmitted at the sender. However the probability of receiving 1 M packets or 2 M packets (which makes the decoding impossible) remains high. In order to maintain a very low probability of receiving less than M packets, we must send much more redundant packets in the block than is necessary to receive an average of M packets at the receiver side. We must fix the acceptable Decoding Error Rate (DER), such that DER , in order to compute the M FEC p function.
The probability of having exactly n losses (erasures) in a block of N packets with a random loss probability p is computed according to the binomial distribution: By default, the playback buffer at the receiving side of the media application is designed to compensate for the network jitter and to reorder packets arriving in the wrong order. For streaming with redundant packets, the receiver must also hold in the playback buffer enough packets to restore the recoverable losses. The larger the number of media packets M in the FEC block, the smaller the cost of FEC overhead is, but the longer the buffering time at the receiver must be. In VOIP, for example, with a 20 ms sampling rate (of g729r8 or AMR codec) the number of media packets M in a single FEC block must not exceed 20 -25 packets.
The next two sections present capillary routing construction algorithms. Section 5 presents ROR ratings of the routing layers built by capillary routing algorithm.
Capillary Routing
Capillary routing may be implemented by an iterative Linear Programming (LP) process transforming a single-path flow into a capillary route. First minimize the maximal value of the load of links by minimizing an upper bound value applied to all links. The full mass of the flow will be split equally across the available parallel routes. Find the bottleneck links of the first layer (see section 4). By maintaining the first upper bound (applied to all links) on its minimal level, minimize the maximal load of the remaining links by minimizing a new upper bound value applied to all links except the bottleneck links of the first layer. This second iteration discovers the subroutes and the sub-bottlenecks of the second layer. Continue by minimizing the maximal load of the remaining links, now also without the bottlenecks of the second layer (maintaining the first and the second upper bounds at their lowest level). Repeat the iteration until the entire communication footprint of the flow is discovered. A flow traversing a large dense network with hundreds of nodes may have hundreds of capillary routing layers. Fig. 2, Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show three layers of the capillary routing on a small network example. The top node on the diagrams is the sender and the bottom node is the receiver. All links are oriented from top to bottom.
Fig. 2.
In the first layer the flow is equally split across two paths, two links of which, marked by thick dashes, are the bottlenecks. Although the described LP process is completely valid, it is numerically instable, the precision errors, propagating through the layers of capillary routing, reach noticeable sizes and, when dealing with tiny loads, result in infeasible LP problems. We have found a different, stable LP method maintaining the values of parameters and variables always in the same scale.
Instead of decreasing the maximal value of loads of the links, the routing path is discovered by solving max flow problems defined by the flow-out coefficients at each node. Initially only the peer nodes have non-zero flow-out coefficients: +1 for the source and -1 for the sink (Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 ). At each subsequent layer (Fig.  7 to Fig. 10) we have a bounded multi-source/multisink problem: a uniform flow from a set of sources to a set of sinks, where all rates of transmissions by sources and all rates of receptions by sinks increase proportionally in respect to each node's flow-out coefficient (either positive or negative). The multisource/multi-sink problems arise, since the LP problem at each successive layer is obtained by complete removal of the bottlenecks from the previous LP problem, adjusting correspondingly the flow-out coefficients of the adjacent nodes (to respect the flow conservation rule) and thus possibly producing new sources and sinks in the network. Except for the unicast problem of the first layer, the successive layer problems do not belong in general to the simple class of "network linear programs" [20] . After a certain number of applications of the maxflow objective with corresponding modifications of the problem, we will finally obtain a network having no source and sink nodes. At this moment the iteration stops. All links followed by the flow in the capillary routing are enclosed in bottlenecks of one of the layers.
In order to restore the original proportions of the flow, the flow increases, induced by the preceding max-flow solutions must all be compensated. The true value of flow 
The max-flow approach proves to be very stable, because it maintains all values of variables and parameters within a close range of unity (even for very deep layers with tiny loads) and also because it enables to validate and if necessary re-calibrate all possible errors in the flow-out coefficients of the LP problem formulated for the next layer of capillary routing.
In the next section we show how to identify bottlenecks after the max-flow solution of the capillary routing layer is found.
Bottleneck hunting loop
Bottlenecks of each max-flow solution are discovered in a bottleneck hunting loop. Each iteration of the hunting loop is an LP cost minimizing problem that reduces the load of the traffic over all links having maximal load and being suspected as bottlenecks. Only links maintaining their load at the initial maximal level will be passed to the next iteration of the hunting loop. Links whose load has been reduced under the LP objective are not bottlenecks and removed from the list of candidates. The bottleneck hunting iteration stops if there are no more links to remove.
Let us show the bottleneck hunting on the example of Fig. 11 with three transmitting nodes and two receiving nodes. The flow can be proportionally increased at most by a factor of 4/3, such that each flow-out coefficient at sources become equal to 4/3 and each flow-in coefficient at sinks become equal to 2 (see Fig. 12 ). The bottleneck links are among four maximally loaded suspected links {a, b, d, e}, marked in Fig. 12 by thick dashes. An LP cost-minimizing objective can reduce the sum of loads of all four suspected links from the initial value of 4 (see Fig. 12 ) to the minimal value of 3 (see Fig. 13 ). In this min-cost solution previously suspected link d does not maintain anymore its load on the maximum and thus there left only three suspected links {a, b, e}, marked in Fig. 13 by thick dashes. The sum of loads of now three suspected links can be further reduced from the value of 3 (see Fig. 13 ) to a minimal value of 2 (see Fig. 14) . Now there are only two links {b, e} maintaining their loads at the maximal value, marked in Fig. 14 by thick dashes. These two remaining links are the true bottleneck links, since additional applications of the LP cost minimizing objective does not result in any further reduction of the sum of loads.
In this example the two bottlenecks were found in two iterations; for larger networks with hundreds of nodes the bottleneck hunting of each capillary routing layer can take dozens of iterations.
For capillary routing patterns, built simultaneously on 200 unbounded networks samples with 300 nodes in each (total 60,000 nodes and 511,140 links), Fig. 15 shows the decrease of the number of suspected links during the bottleneck hunting loop of each capillary routing layer. Depending on the layer of the capillary routing (1 to 10), the bottleneck hunting loop takes 14 to 23 iterations. la ye r2 la ye r3 la ye r4 la ye r5 la y er 6 la y er 7 la ye r8 la y er 9 la y er 10 Iterations of the hunting loop (from 14 to 23) for the layers of the capillary routing (from 1 to 10) average number of suspected links Fig. 15 . Decrease of the number of suspected links during the bottleneck hunting loop of each of 10 capillary routing layers Each iteration of the bottleneck hunting loop removes from the suspect list numerous non-bottleneck links. At the end of each hunting loop the suspect list consists of only true bottleneck links. The average number of true bottleneck links at each layer is between 5.9 and 9.9.
FEC requirement in capillary routing
We compute the average ROR coefficient simultaneously over several networks for capillary routing layers 1 to 10. In Fig. 16 , we considered eight different sets of samples, each containing 25 distinct networks. At the same time we consider also media streaming at different default intensities of the static FEC codes tolerating respectively packet loss rates from 3.3% to 7.5%. For each set of samples and for each static FEC intensity we show how the average ROR coefficient changes as the capillary routing layer increases. The drawback of path diversity is that long paths can be formed increasing unjustifiably the number of links in the path, consecutively the overall failure rate, and finally the overall requirement in FEC codes. Our measurements show that despite the communication footprint becomes larger, with the routing patters built by capillary routing algorithm, the requirement in redundant packets decreases noticeably most of the time.
Logically, the ROR curve of the media stream is shifted down as the statically added tolerance increases. At the same time the presence of a higher static tolerance yields a much stronger efficiency gain achieved by the deeper routing layers.
Although there are hundreds layers in the complete capillary routing, the first few layers alone reduce the average FEC effort of the sender by a factor of four. According to the chart, streams tolerating a 6% or higher packet loss rate almost do not gain from spreading beyond layer 8.
The exact pattern of the ROR improvement curve, as a function of the layer, depends on the distance between the peers, the network size and its density. The network samples for the above chart are drawn from a random walk wireless Mobile Ad-hoc Network (MANET). Initially the nodes are randomly distributed on a rectangular area, and then, at every timeframe, they move according to a random walk algorithm. If two nodes are close enough (and are within the coverage range) then there is a link between them. In the above example, there are 300 nodes and 200 timeframes, each leading to a separate network sample (all of which are distributed into eight sets represented on the above chart).
The ROR rating of routing samples is computed by equation (4), where the FEC block size (as function of the packet loss rate p) is computed according equation (5) . The number of media packets (M) per transmission block is 20 and the desired decoding failure rate (DER) is 5 10 .
Path diversity for off-line streaming
In off-line applications the number of source packets M per transmission block can be very large. In file transfers for example, M can be the number of all packets in the entire file, or in one-way video, the buffering time can be a few minutes long, with thousands of media packets within each single FEC block. When the number of packets in the transmission block is very large, for a given probability p of packet losses, the proportion of actually received packets remains very close to p 1 . Although for very large numbers of source packets MDS codes do not exist, several other capacity approaching codes, such as erasure resilient fountain codes [21] can practically reach the theoretical limit. A packet loss rate p can be thus compensated by an increase of the encoded stream transmission rate by the lowest possible theoretical factor of ) 1 /( 1 p . Path diversity can be required in off-line streaming applications or in long downloads for avoiding the idle times of the last kilometer bottleneck occurring during arbitrary failures within the lossy Internet. Thanks to the sender's adaptive transmission rate and to multipath routing, one may feed the last kilometer bottleneck link constantly at its maximal bandwidth (see [13] and [14] for video streaming from multiple servers). Since the buffering is not a concern the application may use a capacity approaching fountain code, such that each individual network failure causing a packet loss rate p can be compensated by an increase of the transmission rate only by a theoretical factor of ) 1 /( 1 p . It depends now on the choice of multi-path routing pattern how much the overall amount of FEC codes required from the sender will be. The ROR coefficient of the routing pattern can be computed with the following equation derived from equation (4):
For the same set of 200 network samples presented in section 5, we computed the average ROR coefficients now according to equation (10) . As in Fig.  16 the network samples are distributed into eight sets. Off-line streaming ROR coefficients, for various intensities of static tolerance, as functions from capillary routing layers (1 to 10) are presented in Fig.  17 . In off-line streaming (Fig. 17) the Redundancy Overall Requirement is twice as low as in real-time streaming (Fig. 16 ), but the capillarization of routing is beneficiary in both cases.
Applications of capillary routing
Multi-path routing suggestions for fault-tolerant streaming are applicable not only to ad-hoc or sensor networks, but also to mobile networks, where wireless content can be streamed to and from the user via multiple base stations; or to the public internet, where, if the physical routing cannot be accessed, path diversity can be still obtained at the application level.
Spreading in IP networks (without having access to the physical routing) can be achieved transparently by splitting the flow at the source across VPN tunnel interfaces leading to several VPN gateways scattered across the network. Alternatively, path diversity can be also obtained by assigning to media gateways several IP interfaces connected to networks of different Internet Service Providers (ISP). A more flexible method relies on overlay networks over the public Internet using peer-to-peer relay nodes (see [15] and [22] ).
Modifying the physical routing by the ISP requires the least overhead. Most of the UDP packets carry streaming media, and since capillary routing is good for any type of real-time or off-line streaming media, an ISP can simply spread out the routing of the entire mix of UDP packets traversing its network. The ISP needs to properly balance at each router the outgoing traffic across its outgoing interfaces. Most IP routers, provide load balancing in static routing mode or in Enhanced Interior Gateway Routing Protocol (EIGRP) mode (which must be used in the packet load balance mode instead of the typical session load balance mode).
Conclusions
The quality and reliability issues concerning realtime streaming over packet networks are of growing importance.
Commercial real-time streaming applications however do not consider channel coding as a serious solution for improving the reliability of communication. In single path communications, even heavy FEC overheads cannot protect against failures lasting more than the short duration of the playback buffer. Recent studies demonstrated that path diversity makes FEC applicable for real-time streaming. By studying a wide range of routing topologies, we show that the proper choice of the routing pattern can make FEC extremely efficient. Combination of channel coding with appropriate multi-path routing improves the reliability of real-time packetized communications even in the case of very short playback buffers.
We introduce a layer by layer strategy for building multi-path capillary routings. The first layer provides a simple max-flow solution. As the layer number increases, the spreading of the underlying routing scheme makes the network more secure for real-time streaming. For a given source and destination there exists only one solution of capillary routing and it does not depend on the particular characteristics of the streaming (buffer size, coding method, etc).
We introduce ROR, a method for rating multi-path routing patterns by a single scalar value. The ROR rating corresponds to the total redundancy overhead that the sending node must provide in order to combat the losses occurring from non-simultaneous failures of links in the communication path.
Despite the fact that spreading out of the routing results in the increase of the failure rate of underlying links and consecutively also of the transmissions of adaptive FEC codes; however, by using routing patterns built by capillary routing algorithm, the overall amount of FEC codes decreases substantially.
